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Research suggests that rearing a child with a developmental disability can be
highly stressful and may lead to a heightened risk for child maltreatment. This study
demonstrates the utility of a behavioral skills teaching model to train parents to engage
their child with autism in adaptive behavior and to manage her disruptions at home, in the
car, and in public settings. In some conditions, the experimenter trained the child directly
in order to establish control in these settings before attempting to train the parents.
Parents were trained through a combination of discussion, video presentation, and guided
(shadowed) practice. The results of this study demonstrate the effectiveness of the
behavior skills training model in teaching parents to utilize adequate child rearing
strategies in multiple aspects of their lives. A discussion on the family’s ability to
generalize child management strategies across settings is also presented.
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The number of children diagnosed with developmental disabilities is on the rise in
the United States. There are more than 1.5 million Americans diagnosed specifically with
autism spectrum disorders (ASD). Nearly 1 in 110 children in the United States have
been diagnosed with an ASD according to the Center for Disease Control and Prevention
(2009).
ASD are a developmental disability characterized by deficits in social interaction,
verbal and nonverbal communication, and repetitive behaviors or interests (American
Psychiatric Association [DSM-IV-TR], 2000). These three main domains are broken into
additional parts or subcategories to further describe the defining characteristics of ASD.
An individual must meet at least six specific components, collaboratively, within these
three main domains to be diagnosed with an ASD (2000). Further, an individual must
demonstrate at least two of the following components within the first main domain
(social interaction impairments):
(a) marked impairment in the use of multiple nonverbal behaviors such as eye-toeye gaze, facial expression, body postures, and gestures to regulate social
interaction, (b) failure to develop peer relationships appropriate to developmental
level, (c) a lack of spontaneous seeking to share enjoyment, interests, or
achievements with other people, and (d) lack of social or emotional reciprocity.
(DSM-IV-TR, 2000, p. 69)
An individual must then also meet at least one of the following criteria under the
second domain (communication impairments):
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(a) delay in, or total lack of, the development of spoken language, (b) in
individuals with adequate speech, marked impairment in the ability to initiate or
sustain a conversation with others, (c) stereotyped and repetitive use of language
or idiosyncratic language, or (d) lack of varied, spontaneous make-believe play or
social imitative play appropriate to developmental level. (DSM-IV-TR, 2000, p.
69)
Last, the child must demonstrate restricted, repetitive, and stereotyped patterns of
behaviors that include:
(a) encompassing a preoccupation with one or more stereotyped and restricted
patterns of interests that is abnormal either in intensity or focus, (b) apparently
inflexible adherence to specific, nonfunctional routines or rituals, and (c)
stereotyped and repetitive motor manners (e.g., hand or finger flapping or
twisting, or complex whole-body movements), or (d) persistent preoccupation
with parts of objects. (DSM-IV-TR, 2000, p. 69)
Problem Behaviors Associated with ASD
Children with ASD are at heightened risk to engage in problem behavior.
Impairments in social interaction, communication, and fixed interests or stereotyped
behavior may increase the probability for problems such as deviant or delayed verbal
behavior (e.g., cursing, yelling, or whining), aggression, self-injury, and property
destruction (Carr, Taylor, & Robinson, 1991). Such behavior problems impact everyone
within the immediate environment of the child including caregivers, teachers, community
members, siblings, and others that the child may contact. There has been extensive
research on the variables that may contribute to or maintain such problem behavior, (e.g.,
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Iwata, Dorsey, Slifer, Bauman, & Richman, 1982) and on effective management
strategies (e.g., Campbell, 2002; Carr & Durand, 1985; Carr, Strain, Todd, & Reed,
2002).
However, getting everyone to implement the same intervention across the child’s
natural environment is a difficult task. Parents and other service providers may be
hesitant to carry out suggestions made by professionals regarding effective treatments for
the child’s behavior problems (Verdugo, Bermejo, & Fuertes, 1995) possibly due to the
changes they have to make in their interactions with the child. For example, Carr, Taylor,
and Robinson (1991) hypothesized that children who engage in problem behavior
punished the overall interactions and teaching behavior that an adult attempted to
undertake with them. Carr et al (1991) found that when attempting to teach children who
engaged in problem behavior, such as tantrums, aggression, or self-injury, adults tended
to present less demanding tasks apparently to avoid the possibility that the child would
engage in these problem behaviors. Moreover, when the children engaged in problem
behavior, the teacher typically provided a social consequence, such as a reprimand, but
still allowed the child to escape the instructional task and gain increased attention from
the teacher. The implications of this study are that a child with autism who engages in
severe problem behavior may miss out on naturalistic learning opportunities and is also
more likely to continue engaging in maladaptive behaviors to attain reinforcement and
escape demands.
Challenges in Parenting a Child with ASD
Parents often encounter unique challenges when rearing a child with a
developmental disability. To begin, a diagnosis of a developmental disability is quite a
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shock. That is, autism and other developmental disabilities are often not obvious in the
initial stages of a child’s development and parents are understandably unsettled when
their child begins to regress or show a pattern of atypical development. Parents often
must search for services that will aide in their child’s treatment. Services, especially in
rural areas, may be exceptionally difficult to obtain.
Schools have a responsibility to provide services, but may not be forthcoming
unless the child has a forceful advocate. According to the U. S. Department of
Education’s Office of Special Education and Rehabilitation Services (2000), the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, or IDEA, requires that children with
disabilities have the opportunity to have individualized education plans that meet their
specific needs. Certain information is required to be included in each child’s
Individualized Education Plan (IEP). To have an IEP the child must have a diagnosis of a
disability, such as autism, and be identified by school personnel, doctors, or parents as
eligible for special education services. Once a child is identified, recommendations are
given and implemented within the school. At no point, however, does an IEP typically
address the importance of instruction outside of schools. Parents may think that by
getting their child services in their school, the child’s problem behavior at home will also
become better. Parents are still faced with challenges in teaching their child self-care
(Shipley-Benamou, Lutzker, & Taubman, 2002), functional communication (Carr &
Durand, 1985), and in structuring the home to promote independence despite the services
that the child receives at school.
In the absence of formal training for the child at home parents may simply
complete the activities of daily living for the child rather than attempt to teach the child to
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complete these activities independently. It may simply be “easier” to complete these tasks
for the child than confront the resistance that can be associated with training. However,
the prolonged burden of doing things for their child as he or she ages may become
stressful for parents. Over time the parent may begin to avoid instances where they are
“required” to assist their child, inhibiting the likelihood that the family participates in
community-based activities.
Fox, Vaughn, Wyatte, and Dunlap (2002) investigated the perspective of many
families that were caring for children with disabilities who exhibited significant behavior
problems. The families provided important information on the impact that rearing these
children have on family life. Parents reported spending more time at home than typical
families because they had to tend to their children with developmental impairments, such
as Down syndrome or autism. The parents also reported that they were uncomfortable
with, or incapable of, effectively managing their child’s behavior problems. Further,
families of children with developmental disabilities vocalized greater burdens in their
children’s higher levels of care, a larger probability of unemployment directly related to
the lack of support in rendering that care, less participation in extracurricular events, and
a reduced amount of involvement in their communities when compared to families of
children with ADD/ADHD or typically developing children. The implications of this
study call for ongoing services that are more accessible to families in need of assistance
and effective strategies for managing children with disabilities to reduce the likelihood of
social isolation due to these burdens.
Other factors that may be directly related to social isolation are the norms created
by society on how to care for and manage children in public environments. Parents are
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expected to have control over their child’s behavior at all times and may be frowned upon
if their child misbehaves. When a parent of a child with ASD does not have the skills to
manage misbehaviors, these social stigmas often punish, or diminish, a family’s
willingness to expose their child to a variety of settings. Then, the family becomes
isolated at home heightening the likelihood that parents will abuse or neglect their child.
These factors contribute to a family’s social isolation and create a downward
spiral in the autistic child’s functioning in daily skills, self-care, and ability to effectively
communicate (Lee, Harrington, Louie, & Newschaffer, 2008). Thus, the child begins
engaging in problem behavior directly related to factors within their environment and
these behaviors are subsequently enhanced by the challenges the disability presents (Lee,
Harrington, Louie, & Newschaffer, 2008).
Finally, the toll associated with caring for a child with ASD is often evident in
mental health problems of caregivers. A large number of the parents of children with
autism report challenges with alcoholism, psychological disorders, marital disputes, and
poor physical health. Such circumstances may increase the likelihood of the parent
mistreating the child (Verdugo, Bermejo, & Fuertes, 1995).
Disability and Child Abuse
Maltreatment has been defined as “injury to or harmful treatment of the physical
and psychological welfare of the child caused by the behavior or neglect of the parent or
person responsible for the child's welfare” (Sanchez & Redondo, 1991, as cited in
Verdugo, Bermejo, & Fuertes, 1995). The risk factors for such mistreatment include the
socioeconomic status of the family, and certain characteristics of the parents and children
themselves (Knutson, 1995; Jaudes & Diamond, 1985, as cited in Vig & Kaminer, 2002).
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The risk for child maltreatment may be compounded by mental illness, intellectual
limitations, or their own personal experiences with maltreatment (Jaudes & Diamond,
1985, as cited in Vig & Kaminer, 2002). Further, a parent’s prolonged obligation to
provide ongoing care to his or her child with a disability is directly linked with a
heightened risk of maltreatment (Ammerman, Van Hasselt, Hersen, McGonigle, &
Lubetsky, 1989; Elmer, 1967; Glaser & Bentorin, 1979; Green, Voeller, Gaines, &
Kubic, 1981; Martin, 1972; Morse, Sahler, & Friedman, 1970; Solomons, 1979, as cited
in Verdugo, Bermejo, & Fuertes, 1995).
There are also risk factors associated with the child. Knutson (1995) reviewed the
psychological characteristics of maltreated children and identified a variety of risk factors
and consequences linked to abuse and neglect. These risk factors included prematurity,
low birth weight, childhood illness, “disabling conditions”, including significant
cognitive, communicative, or physical impairments.
Verdugo, Bermejo, and Fuertes (1995) found that parents involved in the child
welfare system because of having abused their child with autism often maintained “a
deficient interaction with their handicapped offspring” (p. 211). More than 60% of those
children showed various combinations of stereotyped behavior, eating problems, illtempers, and self-injurious behavior.
Reduction of Problem Behavior
The Department of Health and Human Services (2004) stated that applied
behavior analysis (ABA) is the most widely accepted and effective treatment for people
with autism and that ABA has proven through more than thirty years of research the
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efficacy of its methods in “reducing inappropriate behavior and in increasing
communication, learning, and appropriate social behavior.” (p. 19)
Extensive research has demonstrated the efficacy of a variety of specific
behavioral methods for improving problem behavior in children with autism. Many of
these interventions based upon the principles of applied behavior analysis have been
evaluated via single-subject designs. For example, Campbell (2003) reported a variety of
effective interventions such as sensory extinction (e.g., Maag, Wolchik, Rutherford, &
Parks, 1986), time-out (e.g., Durand & Carr, 1987), differential reinforcement of other
behavior (DRO), differential reinforcement of alternative behavior (DRA), overcorrection
(e.g., Harris, Handleman, & Fong, 1987), and a combination of these techniques, such as
DRO with extinction. (Campbell, 2003, p. 121)
Horner, Carr, Strain, Todd, and Reed (2002) reviewed of effective behavior
analytic interventions for the reduction of problem behavior among children with autism.
Out of eight behavioral and educational interventions reviewed, the authors concluded
that there is a need for functional behavioral assessments and that the most effective
interventions take place within the individual’s natural environments, including the home,
classroom, or community. Further, creating consistent, structured environments increases
the likelihood that the behavior reduction program will succeed. Campbell (2003)
concluded that behavioral programming for individuals with autism is significantly
effective in the reduction of aberrant behavior. Thus, the implementation of behavior
analytic programs can be used to reduce a child’s severe problem behavior.
Contingency Management
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Differential reinforcement can be extremely effective in managing the aberrant
behaviors of children while facilitating their positive interactions with parents and others.
Differential reinforcement involves both withholding reinforcement (extinction) for an
aberrant response and delivering reinforcement contingent upon the occurrence of desired
behaviors. There is a variety of differential reinforcement procedures in which a child
may receive reinforcement, such as providing reinforcement for behaviors that make it
impossible for the targeted problem behavior to occur (DRA) or providing reinforcement
for any behaviors other than the targeted behaviors (DRO). Differential reinforcement has
been used in a variety of ways to reduce problem behavior. For example, contingent
music was used in treating bus-riding behavior of an 8-year-old with a profound
intellectual disability (Barmann, Croyle-Barmann, & McLain, 1980). In this study, the
driver of the school bus played preferred music throughout the bus ride when the child
was engaging in desirable behaviors, but interrupted the music during any instances in
which the child became disruptive, aggressive, or self-injurious. Results from this study
also indicated that the use of contingency management in the application of contingentinterrupted music is extremely effective in reducing disruptive behaviors during
transportation.
Other research has shown that the combination of differential reinforcement
procedures with noncontingent reinforcement schedules can be even more effective in
decreasing the occurrences of problem behavior in children (Marcus & Vollmer, 1996).
By combining differential reinforcement procedures and noncontingent reinforcement
(NCR) procedures, parents are encouraged to withhold reinforcement for problem
behavior and provide reinforcement on a fixed or variable time schedule. The use of
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multiple schedules of reinforcement ensures that the child is contacting higher rates of
reinforcement for appropriate behavior than they access when engaging in problem
behavior. The combination is also helpful when there may be multiple functions
maintaining problem behavior.
Marcus and Vollmer (1996) examined the effects of the combination of such
reinforcement contingencies with three children with developmental disabilities in a
school setting. The rationale for the use of NCR plus differential reinforcement of
alternative behavior procedures was that the use of the noncontingent component to
reduce the need for caregivers to provide reinforcement for requests while the DRA
portion increases the child’s functional communication. During the DRA plus NCR
condition, the children received access to tangible items in two ways: on a fixed-time
schedule or when they requested the item appropriately. For example, the child received
access to a desired item any time he/she requested items appropriately. In addition, the
child received access to the tangible item on a predetermined time schedule regardless if
they had requested the item. Results of the study showed that the packaging of these
contingency management procedures almost immediately suppressed the children’s
aggressive and self-injurious behaviors and also increased functional communication for
the child to request access to the item. Thus, the DRA procedure presented effective
contingencies for the child to engage in appropriate requesting while the NCR procedure
maintained the desired alternative behaviors on a fixed-time schedule.
Public outings are often another source of parental stress that can be reduced
through a combination or “package” of differential reinforcement procedures. A multicomponent package that included choice making, embedding (e.g., presenting
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problematic tasks within the context of stimuli known to be discriminative for nonproblem behavior), functional communication training, building tolerance for delay of
reinforcement, and presenting discriminative stimuli for non-problem behavior, was
created by Carr & Carlson (1993) in shopping settings to reduce severe problem
behavior. First, the authors provided choices for three participants with developmental
disabilities on what they preferred shopping for first (e.g., the soap or the potato chips).
Then, they embedded problematic tasks, such as getting the soap (a presumably lesserpreferred activity), with access to preferred items in the aisle where the participant would
be asked to get the soap. In other words, they paired, or embedded, the preferred item
(e.g., potato chips) in the aisle with the less-preferred item (e.g., soap) to prevent
problematic behavior. In addition to choices and embedding procedures, the package
included functional communication training which required the participants to request
appropriately within the context of the supermarket rather than engaging in maladaptive
behaviors. The shopping trips increased in duration in order to build tolerance for delay
in gaining access to the item they were allowed to purchase at the end of each shopping
trip. Finally, the use of the multi-component package described was both effective and
efficient in the reduction of severe problem behavior for three teenage boys that had an
extensive history of behavior problems including aggression, property destruction, and
self-injurious behavior.
Another “advice package,” was developed for parents to reduce their typically
developing adolescents’ disruptive behavior in restaurant settings (Bauman, Reiss,
Rogers, & Bailey, 1983). The package included written instructions and a separate
checklist to be used as a guide while in the restaurant that aided the parents in arranging
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the restaurant environment for success. For example, the package recommended that
parents find a place to sit in the restaurant that was away from the crowd, sat the children
on the inside of the booth or table (e.g., next to a wall), and periodically praising the
children for appropriate behaviors, to name a few. Results indicated that the package was
effective in decreasing inappropriate pre-meal behaviors, increasing parent praise, and
decreasing parent statements of disapproval across two settings following access to the
written advice package (Bauman, Reiss, Rogers, & Bailey, 1983.)
Behavioral Skills Training
Parents tend to reject additional assistance from professionals regarding the
development of their child despite their recognition of the challenges they face (Verdugo,
Bermejo, & Fuertes, 1995). Often when parents are presented with valuable tools for the
reduction of problem behavior in a variety of settings (e.g., home, car, or within the
community), they report a sense of helplessness in attempting to use them. Thus, finding
an effective package in teaching parents methods that they can implement with ease and
consistency is imperative. A family’s lack of knowledge in raising a child with
considerably high needs generates a need for successful teaching methods that will
maintain over the course of the child’s development. Professionals often question the best
way to gain rapport with a family in order to teach them to execute strategies that have
been proven effective across more than 60 years (e.g., applied behavior analysis). These
strategies must provide efficient results such that the parents see success early on in
implementation and a significant effect in their child’s misbehavior.
One such method for training parents includes basic behavioral skills training.
Behavior skills training has been used to train parents and staff to conduct discrete trial
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teaching (Lafasakis & Sturmey, 2007; Sarokoff & Sturmey, 2004), and other effective
teaching strategies for children with autism (Lerman, Tetreault, Hovanetz, Strobel, &
Garro, 2008), and to deliver individualized treatments plans for problem behavior (Kuhn,
Lerman, & Vorndran, 2003). Traditionally, behavior skills programming involves written
and/or verbal instruction, modeling, rehearsal, and feedback. For example, when training
staff to implement treatment plans for the reduction of problem behavior, Kuhn, Lerman,
and Vorndran (2003) trained caregivers of three children diagnosed with, or exhibited
characteristics indicative of, autism spectrum disorders (e.g., hand flapping). Prior to
training the caregivers, the children participated in functional analyses and treatment
evaluations to create function-based treatments for each child’s stereotypic behavior.
First, the primary caregiver was given written and verbal instructions on the
recommended intervention. Then, the caregiver participated in role-play situations where
the experimenter re-created similar target behaviors as the child until the caregiver was
able to display mastery (e.g., at least 80% accuracy during one role-play session) of the
treatment plan. Immediately after each role-play, the trainers identified correct and
incorrect aspects of the caregiver’s performance. After the caregiver demonstrated two
consecutive sessions at mastery, he/she proceeded to implement the treatment protocols
with the child and the trainer’s feedback was gradually faded.
The modeling component of behavior skills training is required for effective
teaching. While experimenters often can model and role-play with the caregiver present
in the setting in which child training takes place, sometimes this method is not feasible.
For example, it may not be feasible for both caregivers to be present in a vehicle when
modeling driver and passenger behaviors in a car. A simple solution has been to
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videotape staff in these settings to serve as the model. Further, video modeling is a
device used to demonstrate skills the learner is expected to exhibit in appropriate
conditions (Catania, Almeida, Liu-Constant, & Reed, 2009) and sometimes is preferred
over in-situ training methods (Geiger, LeBlanc, Dillon, & Bates, 2010).
Collins, Higbee, and Salzberg (2009) reported that staff member’s skills in
teaching problem solving skills to adults with developmental disabilities significantly
increased following the use of a video model, the effect was maintained over time, and
skills generalized from role-playing with the researchers to implementation with actual
clients. Thus, teaching parents through behavioral skills training, along with a video
model, may be a socially validated, effective, and efficient means to giving parents skill
sets to enhance their child’s appropriate behaviors.
Project 12-Ways
One behavioral training program that provides an ecobehavioral approach to inhome services for parents with histories of, or high risk for, child abuse and neglect is
Project 12-Ways. The mission of Project 12-Ways is to train parents with a history of
indications of child abuse or neglect positive child-rearing techniques to reunify families
or keep families intact. Project 12-Ways trains parents in a variety of areas. Some of
these areas include stress management, home safety (Tertinger, Greene, Lutzker, 1984),
positive child management, parent-child interactions, direct child training, and daily
routines. The model Project 12-Ways utilizes is based upon the behavior skills teaching
model. The behavior skills model, as mentioned in the previous section, has been used to
effectively teach caregivers a variety of skill sets (e.g., discrete trial teaching,
implementation of behavior interventions, social skills, or child management).
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Project 12-Ways often enlists the entire family, with the goal of improving
interactions between the parent and child, teaching positive child management strategies,
and facilitating skills to promote a functional and successful family environment. Parents
are taught to proactively prevent the occurrence of aberrant behavior and teach their
children practical skills within the context of their natural environment (e.g., home,
restaurants, grocery stores, cars). Staff give parents written and verbal descriptions of the
recommended strategies needed to adequately care for their child and then model for the
parents these skills. Staff are trained to demonstrate these tasks and directly observe
parents perform these tasks, giving immediate corrective feedback until a predetermined
mastery criterion has been met.
Project 12-Ways has demonstrated its utility in a variety of single-case
experiments, one being a study conducted by Greene, Norman, Searle, Daniels, and
Lubeck (1995) in which parent training methods were effective in a) the reunification of a
mother with mental retardation and her child, and b) the determination that the behavior
skills model taught another parent sufficient skills to parent despite the parent’s lack of
motivation to do so consistently.
Current Study
A parent training package consisting of specific written and verbal instruction,
video modeling, rehearsal, and feedback was employed following direct child training in
the family’s home, car, and public settings (e.g., fast food restaurants and grocery stores).
Within the package, staff modeled and rehearsed with the parents skills which included
child management procedures such as differential attention, positive parent-child
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interactions, preventative and responsive procedures to aberrant behavior, and teaching
the child alternative behaviors (e.g., functional communication).
The current experiment used a behavioral skills model to train parents involved
with the Department of Children and Family Services how to positively manage their
child’s severe problem behavior (e.g., aggression, self-injury, and property destruction) in
three settings. These environments included the family’s home, vehicle, and public
settings. Further, the purpose of this investigation was to determine if teaching parents
adequate child management and interaction skills would (a) generalize from one setting
to the others, (b) decrease the family’s social isolation, and (c) increase their ability to
positively handle their child across and within each of the targeted settings.
Method
Participants
The participants were a family composed of Sharon, a 46 year old mother, her
husband David, age 52, and their 13 year-old biological daughter, Sally. Sharon and
David had been married for more than 15 years, with one short period of time in which
they were separated. The family lived together at the time of this study. David reported
having a high school education and was unemployed throughout the duration of this
study. Sharon reported having an 11th grade education and was also unemployed. The
Department of Children and Family Service’s (DCFS) records indicated David had a
history of alcohol misuse and possible domestic violence.
The parents attributed their separation to the stress and parental difficulties they
experienced with their daughter. Sharon reported she had become unemployed following
the separation since she was required to manage the frequent hospitalizations of her
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daughter, which required travel more than six hours from their residence. At the time of
the separation, Sharon and Sally were left homeless and Sharon contacted the local
Department of Child and Family Services (DCFS) agency for assistance in finding
adequate shelter, financial aid, and guidance in parenting Sally.
Sally had been diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder, intermittent explosive
disorder, mood disorder-not otherwise specified (NOS), and mental retardation according
to DCFS and medical records. Sally was in the 7th grade and was placed in a selfcontained high school classroom. She had a one-on-one aide in the classroom and was
often isolated from peers due to aggressive behaviors.
Sally had a history of three hospitalizations over a period of 5 months in a
psychiatric facility immediately prior to Project 12-Ways’ involvement with the family.
The family was referred to the Project by their DCFS caseworker due to the parents’
inability to manage Sally’s significantly challenging behaviors (e.g., aggression, selfinjury, etc.). A recent psychological evaluation described other challenges such as food
refusal, noncompliance, and limited verbal and social communication. Sally received
$674 in Social Security disability insurance (SSDI) per month. Sally was taking a
cocktail of medication, including Seroquel (Quetiapine), Singulair (Montelukast), and
Depakote (Valproic acid) over the course of the study.
Project 12-Ways is an organization that works with families involved with the
Illinois Department of Child and Family Services (DCFS) due to occurrences or high
risks of child abuse and/or neglect. Project 12-Ways provides in-home behavioral
assessment and training designed based upon the well-established behavioral skills
training literature in order to keep families intact or to reunite the family.
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Settings
The study took place in the family’s home, on car rides, and in public settings
with Sally. These settings included a variety of fast food restaurants, which included
McDonald’s, Burger King, Dairy Queen, and Wendy’s, and grocery stores, including
Dollar General, Fred’s Super Dollar, Wal-Mart, and an IGA.
Materials
Materials used during this study included, one Sony Pressman TCM-400DV
portable cassette voice recorder, numerous cassette tapes, a Canon PowerShot A530
digital camera, two 16GB SD memory cards, a Sony Memory Card reader with USB
ports, a Gymboss interval timer, an Apple computer system, Covert Spy Camcorder
sunglasses with two 4 GB microSD memory cards, and one external hard drive. Other
materials included data sheets, writing utensils, and AAA and AA batteries.
Target Behaviors and Definitions
Parent behaviors. Two major categories of parenting were defined and
measured. The first reflected the parents’ skill at organizing and managing activities with
Sally at home, in public, and in the car. The second reflected the parents’ interaction with
Sally during those activities.
Organization and management of activities. Staff assessed the parents’
organization and management of activities in each setting based upon task analyses
developed for this purpose. Key steps to organizing and managing activities in each of
these settings are described in the following section. The task analysis included a total of
21 targeted behaviors. A brief summary and description of these key components can be
found in Table 4 and a list of all components is provided in Appendix B. The key
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components to organizing and managing activities were setting boundaries and rules by
informing Sally of the rules for the activity using the Premack Principle by allowing
access to preferred activities following completion of non-preferred activities (e.g.,
requiring Sally to put her seatbelt on prior to gaining access to music or her doll.
Throughout activities staff assessed the parents in their use of effective child
management strategies, such as enforcing the rules, boundaries, and expectations (e.g.,
reminding Sally to have a quiet voice or to ask for help if she needed). Further, staff
assessed the parents’ ability to give attention to Sally’s appropriate behaviors throughout
the activity (e.g., maintaining conversation, praise for appropriate behavior), offer Sally
choices (e.g., basket or cart, radio station, soda or milkshake), and utilize redirection to
more appropriate topics of conversation when Sally became disruptive in any setting. The
parents’ ability to avoid reprimanding Sally’s misbehavior and instead provide attention
for Sally’s desirable behaviors within that setting was assessed. Another key component
in managing Sally’s behavior was the parents appropriately removing Sally from the
immediate environment. For example, when the family was in the home, Sally was
removed from the activity and into her bedroom until she was calm. The parents pulled
the car over when Sally became unmanageable on car rides. Finally, when the family was
in restaurant or public settings Sally was removed from the lobby area and into the
breezeway.
Parental interactions with Sally. The parents’ verbalizations to Sally were
defined as positive, meaning either positive engagement or skillful extinction of Sally’s
problem behavior, or negative, meaning the parent missed opportunities to provide
attention to Sally’s prosocial behavior or they were spiteful towards prosocial behavior.
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Positive engagement. Positive engagements were defined as either parent making
affirmative statements (e.g, “good job in the car”, “I like your quiet voice”), continuing
prosocial conversations with Sally (e.g., “That’s right, Sally, it is getting dark outside”),
or any general commenting they directed towards Sally during times when she was
engaging in prosocial behaviors (e.g., “What song is playing on the radio”, “Look at the
train passing by”). Further, positive responses included skillful extinction, which were
instances in which the parent did not verbalize or interact with Sally if she was engaging
in inappropriate or dangerous behaviors. Thus, a positive response following Sally
engaging in any disruptive behavior would include the parents’ discontinuation of the
interaction. For example, if Sally began whining, “Turn the radio up,” a positive response
would be to remain silent and face away from Sally.
Negative responding. Negative verbalizations were defined as the parent giving
attention to Sally’s inappropriate or dangerous behaviors (e.g., reprimanding, glaring,
yelling) or missing opportunities to provide attention when Sally was engaging in
prosocial behaviors (e.g., remaining silent when Sally made an appropriate request). For
example, a negative response (e.g., missed opportunity) was considered if Sally asked
Sharon about what activities would be available following the current activity and Sharon
failed to respond.
Sally’s behavior. A task analysis for Sally’s behavior was created to evaluate her
performance in the home, car, and in public settings. There were a total of 10 targets
measured (Appendix C, Table 5). Sally’s key targeted prosocial and inappropriate or
dangerous behaviors are described below.
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Prosocial comments. Staff evaluated Sally’s ability to engage in prosocial
behavior throughout activities in each setting she was exposed to. Sally’s prosocial
comments included appropriate conversations or requests as well as compliance to
expectations and instructions. Appropriate conversation included discussion about topic
areas such as weather, school, preferred items, friends, or any other stimuli within the
immediate environment (e.g., pictures on the walls, buildings outside of the car). For
example, appropriate conversation was scored if Sally began talking to her parents about
what she had for lunch at school.

If Sally asked for assistance by stating, “I need help,

please,” or “Turn the doll on, please,” her request was considered appropriate. Also,
phrasing a request in question form by asking, “will you turn the doll on?” was
considered an appropriate form of requesting
Inappropriate or dangerous behaviors. Sally’s inappropriate and/or dangerous
behaviors included (a) inappropriate vocalizations and requests, (b) aggression, (c) selfinjury, and (d) property destruction. Inappropriate vocalizations were defined as any
instances in which Sally raised her voice, began cursing, whining, crying, or screaming.
This did not include instances when she raised her voice when talking about preferred
items (e.g., if she was smiling).
Inappropriate requests included Sally giving directions or demands to parents to
complete a task for her. For example, inappropriate requests included directives such as
“I want the radio louder!” or statements that instructed parents to do something for her.
These excluded Sally’s requests that were preceded by Sally saying, “Please” or making
the request as an inquiry. For example, if Sally said, “Turn the doll on,” this was
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considered inappropriate requesting. However, “Turn the doll on, please,” or, “will you
turn the doll on?” were considered appropriate forms of requesting.
Aggression was defined as any instance in which Sally threw items at others, and
struck, scratched or bit others.
Self-injurious behaviors included instances in which Sally engaged in openhanded hitting, slapping, or scratching herself, or striking her head on any surface,
including windows and head rests in the car.
Property destruction was defined as any instance in which Sally threw, broke, hit
or kicked objects or materials (e.g., chairs, windows, mirrors). For example, if Sally
threw her drink or kicked windows, she was considered to be engaging in property
destruction.
Sally’s interactive behavior. Sally’s interactive behavior was defined as her
solicitation of conversation or her response to her parents’ attempts at conversation.
Sally’s interactions were also considered positive or negative depending on whether or
not she initiated or responded to either parent by engaging in prosocial or
inappropriate/dangerous behaviors, as defined previously. For example, if the parents
initiated conversation with Sally by stating, “It’s a nice day outside, isn’t it?” and Sally
responded by stating, “Yes. The sun is out,” her interactive behavior was positive.
Conversely, if Sally would have responded by whining that she wanted materials she
could not have at that moment, her interactive behavior was negative.
Observation and Recording
During all sessions, audio tape-recorder and digital recording devices were used.
Staff audio-recorded home observations and used a digital camera mounted upon the
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dashboard of the car during car observations. The experimenter used an audio device
placed in their purse or pocket to record the sessions in public settings. A staff member
also wore sunglasses with a built in audio/video-recording device in public settings when
training parents.
Task analyses. When assessing parenting behaviors and child behaviors via the
task analyses, staff scored the parents and Sally with a plus (+) or minus (-) depending on
their independent completion of each step on the protocol. The parents could also score a
plus-prompt (+p) if staff intervened and the parent complied with staff’s reminder to
complete that step. Conversely, the parent scored a negative-prompt (-p) if staff
intervened and the parent did not comply with staff’s reminder to complete that step.
Percent of steps performed correctly was calculated based upon each participant’s
number of steps completed independently out of the total number of steps on the task
analysis, then multiplied by 100%.
Interaction Matrix. An interaction matrix was developed that related parental
behavior to Sally’s behavior. This matrix is depicted in Table 6. According to this matrix,
the interactions could be: (a) positive engagement, (b) skillful extinction of Sally’s
misbehaviors, (c) missed opportunities to provide attention to appropriate behavior or
spiteful responses to appropriate behavior (e.g., “shut up,” “that’s a dumb question”), or
(d) negative engagement between the parent and Sally (e.g., Sally whined and David
responded by yelling). Thus, the matrix assessed all possible positive and negative
interactive behaviors between each parent and Sally.
Following each session, the experimenter and an independent observer scored the
video and/or audio recorded session using the data sheet shown in Appendix A. Scoring
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on the matrix was completed using tally marks within each interaction intersection. Thus,
each of the positive and negative forms of responding created an intersection with Sally’s
prosocial or inappropriate/dangerous behaviors. The rate in which parent-child
interactions were positive or negative was measured by making tally marks for each
interaction. Any time there was a pause of 3 seconds or more, a new interaction was
tallied.
Interobserver Agreement
All observers were staff from Project 12-Ways and were enrolled in either the
Behavior Analysis and Therapy master’s program or Social Work master’s programs at
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale. Including the experimenter, a total of 5
observers were used.
The experimenter trained the observers by giving them a verbal and written
explanation of all task analyses and recording procedures. Then observers practiced
scoring audio and video recordings until reliability criteria were met. Two observers
were identified as reliable when they reached 80% reliability on each form of interaction
out of the four possible (e.g., parents reinforcing desired, or undesired behaviors, or
placing desired, or undesired behaviors, on extinction.) Each of the four interactions will
be referred to as an individual interaction block. For example, one interaction block
would be the parent reinforcing, or giving attention to, Sally’s desired behaviors while
another interaction block would be the parent placing Sally’s undesired behaviors on
extinction by withholding attention.
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Two staff independently recorded all data using identical data sheets and time
blocks specifically outlined prior to recording. Thus, interobserver agreement was
calculated for each of the separate types of interaction the parent and Sally engaged in.
Interobserver agreement was assessed for interactions by separating each
interaction block. This ensured that observers were reliable on each type of interaction
(e.g., adult giving attention to Sally for engaging in disruptive behaviors, adult
withholding attention for Sally engaging in disruptive behaviors, etc.) the adult and child
were having. Further, parent-child interaction reliability data were collected separately
for adults (parents or staff alike) reinforcing desired behavior, placing undesired behavior
on extinction, reinforcing undesired behavior, and placing desired behavior on extinction.
To calculate the rate of each of the four interaction blocks, the smaller number recorded
was divided by the larger number and was then multiplied by 100%. For example, if the
primary staff recorded 8 instances in which the parents provided reinforcement for
problem behavior, while the secondary staff recorded 10 instances, staff would take 8
divided by 10 multiplied by 100%, equaling 80% reliability for that interaction subtype.
Interobserver agreement on the task analyses was derived by dividing the number
of agreements by the total number of agreements plus disagreements, multiplied by
100%. For example, if the independent data collectors had 15 agreements and 2
disagreements in the way the task analyses were scored, calculations would be 15 divided
by 17, multiplied by 100%, equaling 88% reliability for that task analysis. Interobserver
agreement was collected for 33% of observations in each condition. Tables 1 through 3
depict the mean and range in reliability scores per condition for each parent, the
experimenter, and Project 12-Ways staff.
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Experimental Procedures
Parent baseline (P-Bl). Observations were made of the family at home, on car
rides and in public settings (local grocery stores and fast food chain restaurants). Each
setting had at least three baseline observations and were between 15 minutes and 45
minutes in length, respectively. The parents were asked to behave as they typically would
in these settings. Staff were always present in these settings and positioned themselves as
unobtrusively as possible. For example, if the family were in the living room, staff would
position themselves in the kitchen.
Project staff informed the family prior to each baseline session that if Sally
became unmanageable, they would assist as necessary. No specific feedback was given
following baseline observations. Rather, staff provided neutral support for the family by
listening to any feedback or comments the family had regarding that day’s session.
During car rides, Project 12-Ways staff followed the family in a separate vehicle.
The parents were informed that if, at any point, Sally became unmanageable, they could
pull the car over for staff assistance. Similarly, the parents were told they could ask for
staff assistance in the public setting if Sally became unmanageable.
Child training. Child training was undertaken with Sally to manage her
behaviors at home, in the car, and in public settings. The differences in conditions were in
whom was working with Sally: the therapists only (T), the parents with the therapists
shadowing them (P-TS), or the parents without therapists (PA).
Therapist (T). The experimenter and other Project 12-Ways staff directly
undertook training with Sally in the car and in public settings. Essentially the
arrangement was meant to approximate a two-parent excursion with Sally.
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At these sessions, staff told Sally she would ride to a public location (e.g.,
McDonald’s). Staff stated the expectations to her for the trip. When Sally calmly
verbalized she was ready, staff and Sally departed. If Sally engaged in inappropriate
vocalizations such as whining the experimenter would state, “We will leave when you are
calm,” and waited for Sally to respond, “I’m calm,” and remain so for five to 10 seconds.
During the car rides, differential reinforcement involved contingent-music and
differential attention. Specifically, the driver was responsible for implementing the
contingent-music condition. The driver waited for Sally to get into the car, buckle her
seat belt, and appropriately request the radio to be turned on before turning on music. The
driver allowed for her to choose her preferred music (e.g., “What kind of music do you
want?”) and proceeded on the trip.
During the trip, when Sally appropriately requested an increase in the radio’s
volume, the driver chose whether or not to grant the request. Once Sally was informed,
“That’s as loud as it goes,” any further request was initially ignored. If Sally persisted in
her requests the driver turned off the radio, gestured by putting her index finger up to her
lips while looking into the backseat through the rearview mirror, but interacted no
further. When Sally was silent for approximately five seconds the driver then turned the
radio back on.
In the course of the trip, other problems were managed similarly. For example, if
Sally spoke too loudly, cursed, or whined, staff withheld music and attention. If Sally
engaged in aggression or self-injury the driver stopped the vehicle at the first, safe
opportunity. Staff ensured Sally’s safety by blocking instances of self-injury or
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aggression until she was silent and calm for at least five seconds. At that time, the music
was turned back on at a low volume and the driver resumed travel.
The passenger in the car was responsible for providing differential attention for
Sally’s behavior by conversing. That is, that staff started a timer to vibrate every 30
seconds at which time she praised and/or commented to Sally, e.g., “Good job in the car,
Sally,” “What did you do at school today?” or “Where are we going?” The passenger also
responded to Sally any time she made appropriate overtures, (e.g., “We’re going to
McDonald’s.” “Right, Sally, we are going to McDonald’s,”) she provided some form of
acknowledgement when the timer vibrated.
The passenger withheld attention whenever the driver interrupted the music or
when Sally engaged in any disruptive behaviors. The timer was reset on these
occurrences. The driver typically conversed with Sally only if she directed her comments
specifically to him/her. For example, if Sally tapped the arm of the driver and initiated
appropriate conversation, the driver reciprocated the conversation.
Car rides progressively increased in length, beginning with 5 minutes, 10, 15, 30,
and 45 minutes, respectively. The criterion for increasing time was three successful
consecutive car rides in which staff did not have to pull the car over and Sally did not
engage in aggression or self-injury.
The experimenter and a Project 12-Ways staff directly exposed Sally to a variety
of public settings. Further, while McDonald’s was visited multiple times, the location of
the McDonald’s varied. The duration Sally was exposed to each public setting remained
constant throughout the course of the study, thirty minutes.
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Upon arrival to public settings and prior to exiting the vehicle, the experimenter
set the expectations (e.g., “We’re going to get something to eat”). No one exited the
vehicle until Sally calmly affirmed that she was ready. Sally was also told that she could
not take her doll into the public setting, but that the doll would “wait” for her in the car.
Staff remained in the car until Sally put the doll down. Then, staff got out of the vehicle
and assisted Sally as necessary in unbuckling her seatbelt and exiting the vehicle. When
Sally was taken into grocery stores, staff informed her prior to entering that she would
receive a preferred tangible or edible item (e.g., Reese’s chocolates, soda, dolls) if she did
not have to be removed from the setting more than twice. Staff conversed with Sally as
she shopped and gave her one verbal warning if she began to whine or yell.
The experimenter and Project 12-Ways staff used a prompting hierarchy to
encourage Sally’s independence. For example, in restaurants, staff prompted Sally to
order food, prepare her own drink (e.g., filling soda cup with ice and soft drink), dine in
the restaurant, and use the restroom as independently as possible. In addition, the
experimenter and Project 12-Ways staff gave Sally attention when she engaged in
appropriate conversation or made appropriate requests. During instances in which Sally
began perseverating on topics such as her doll, going home, or past misbehaviors, staff
would state, “We are done talking about that.”
There were limits to accommodating Sally’s requests. Specifically, the
experimenter permitted her to use the bathroom only one time per visit. If she became
loud or disruptive at any time, staff escorted her to the breezeway entrance of the
restaurant and stated, “When you are calm, we will go back inside.” Sally was required to
remain silent for a duration of 10 seconds before reentering the setting. Staff repeated the
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procedure if necessary, but if Sally had to be removed a third time, staff ended the session
and escorted Sally to the car and back home. Finally, Sally was not allowed to take any
food or drink out of the restaurant at the end of any sessions, regardless if she engaged in
problem behavior or not.
Parents- therapist shadows (P-TS). In this condition, the experimenter trained
the parents in the protocols for managing Sally’s misbehavior (Table 4, Appendix B).
Specifically, the experimenter gave the parents a written description of the procedures,
then briefly discussed and answered their questions. Staff provided numerous examples
of what the parents had done correctly and incorrectly during baseline to manage Sally.
For example, staff discussed with the parents how positively Sally responded when the
parents talked to her about her doll or school and, conversely, how yelling at her when
she became unmanageable only exacerbated the situation. Staff also gave suggestions on
activities or conversations the family could engage in together to promote more positive
interactions (e.g., playing a board game, watching a movie, discussing Sally’s school
day).
In addition, the experimenter prepared a 30 minute video consisting of edited
clips of car rides and public setting sessions staff had recorded while working with Sally.
The parents were shown this video which emphasized how to:
•

engage Sally in the activity and appropriate conversation in the car and in public
settings,

•

manage disruption in the car by using differential attention and differential music
implementation, and
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•

manage disruptions in public by way of differential attention as well as removing
Sally into the breezeway of the public setting up to two times, then terminating
the session thereafter if disruptions continued.

The experimenter reviewed the video with the parents and left it with them. During each
subsequent session, the experimenter briefly reviewed the procedures with the parents
before beginning each session.
During sessions at home, in the car, and in public settings, therapists informed the
parents that they would position themselves unobtrusively yet close enough to give
descriptive feedback in-situ. If parents attended to Sally’s misbehavior, therapists
reminded them to ignore or redirect Sally to an appropriate topic. Therapists then
instructed the parents to only provide attention to Sally when she engaged in prosocial
behaviors. Therapists always provided training on how to prevent and respond to
potentially dangerous situations within each setting. If Sally became unmanageable or the
family did not respond to therapist’s verbal suggestions, therapists stepped in to model
appropriate responses to Sally’s behavior and/or to remove her from the environment.
Therapists took each parent separately into the public setting for the first training
session. All sessions following included both parents and Sally. Staff instructed the
parents to encourage Sally to complete all steps of the routine (e.g., entering, ordering,
eating, exiting) independently. When Sally needed help, the parents followed the
prompting hierarchy in which the parents would first provide Sally with a verbal prompt,
then gestural, model, and hand-over-hand prompting.
The parents also placed limitations on Sally’s requests (e.g., one trip to the
bathroom). They presented Sally with a verbal reminder prior to leaving the restaurant by
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making statements such as, “Finish your drink, we’re leaving in 5 minutes.” After the
thirty minute trip expired, the parents instructed Sally to throw her food items away prior
to leaving the restaurant.
Therapists initially sat at the table with the parents during sessions to provide
feedback and suggestions more frequently. Then, the experimenter positioned herself in a
seat directly behind the family and out of Sally’s immediate view. The experimenter
interjected when the family inappropriately responded to Sally’s disruptions or when
Sally became unmanageable for them.
Following each session, the experimenter reviewed the audio and/or videotapes of
sessions to determine if both parents had implemented procedures accurately. David and
Sharon were required to demonstrate 100% accuracy together in the implementation of
the task analyses across two observations (i.e., days). If there were instances in which the
family dismissed any critical steps of the protocol or implemented them incorrectly,
therapists implemented additional training sessions that involved direct training of each
parent in that setting. Trips in home and public settings were always 30 minutes in
duration, but increased progressively in the car from 10, 15, 20, 25, 35, and 45 minutes,
respectively
Parents alone (PA). After they met criteria in the parents-therapist shadow (PTS) condition, observations were made of the family during time at home, on car rides
and in public settings (local grocery stores and fast food chain restaurants). Thus, the
parents alone condition served as a maintenance phase in which staff only provided
assistance if Sally become unmanageable for the parents. Similar to baseline sessions,
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therapists were always present in these settings and positioned themselves in the most
unobtrusive area so as to prevent reactivity from the parents or Sally.
No feedback was given following these observations. Staff provided a neutral
support for the family by listening to any feedback or comments the family had regarding
that day’s session.
Experimental Design
A multiple baseline across settings design was implemented for this study with
two main conditions within each setting: parent baseline and child training. Child training
consisted of the therapist alone (T), parents with therapists shadowing (P-TS), and
finally, the parents alone (PA).
Consumer Satisfaction
At the close of each session with the family, a consumer satisfaction survey was
provided for the family to complete. The questions were posed in a yes or no format in
regards to how the parent perceived their successful completion of the agenda for that
session, whether or not staff were clear in stating expectations, assisted the family fairly,
and if staff were courteous throughout the session. There was also an open-ended portion
on the form in which the parents were allowed to write suggestions for future sessions or
make any comments regarding that session.
Results
Mastery criteria for all managing challenging behaviors routines at home, in the
car, and in public settings was for each parent independently, and together, to complete
100% of the steps for two consecutive observations. Both parents’ progress in managing
Sally’s misbehavior in each of setting across parents baseline (P-Bl), parents-therapist
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shadows (P-TS), and parents alone (PA) conditions is presented in Table 7, while Table 8
reports progress across each phase. Also, staff scored parent-child interactions during
each setting. Refer to Tables 10 through 14 for parent-child interactions across
experimental conditions and phases. Each of the tables described above also include the
therapist (T) condition in which therapists worked with directly Sally, without Sharon or
David present.
Home
The home environment was targeted based upon Sharon and David’s report that
Sally became unmanageable during unstructured time periods (e.g., free time) throughout
the day when Sally did not have any demands placed upon her. Refer to Table 7 for a
summary of results across experimental conditions and to Table 8 for a summary of
results across experimental phases for both parents’ average percentage correct in
organizing and managing Sally’s challenging behavior at home. Sharon’s independent
performance in the task analysis for organizing and managing behaviors increased from a
mean baseline level of 18% (range 11% to 27%) to 79% (range 50% to 100%) during the
parents-therapist shadow (P-TS) condition, an increase of 61% across the two conditions.
During the parents alone (PA) condition, Sharon averaged 93% of steps correct in the
organization and management of Sally’s behavior, ranging from 74% to 100%, a 75%
increase from baseline levels.
Similarly, David’s ability to appropriately manage Sally’s behavior at home also
increased 60% from a mean baseline level of 18% (range 9% to 27%) to 78% (range 47%
to 100%) following training provided in the parent-therapist shadowing condition. David
also improved in his ability to manage Sally’s misbehaviors during the parents alone
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(PA) condition where his mean score was 93%, ranging from 74% to 100%, a 75%
increase from baseline levels.
The rate of positive to negative interactions also increased between the parents
and Sally from baseline levels to the parent-therapist shadows (PT-S) condition. Refer to
Table 10 for the mean rate of interactions between each parent and Sally. Positive
interactions included positive engagement, skillful extinction, while negative interactions
included missed opportunities and/or spiteful engagement, and negative engagement.
Sharon’s interactions with Sally improved from baseline levels during the parentstherapist shadows (P-TS) condition. Positive engagement increased from an average rate
of 0.04 positive interactions per minute during baseline to 2.57 per minute during the PTS condition. Sharon’s ability to skillfully extinguish Sally’s problem behavior was
decreased from baseline to the P-TS condition, at 0.42 skillful extinctions per minute in
baseline and at 0.14 skillful extinctions per minute during P-TS. Sharon’s missed
opportunities to provide attention to Sally’s appropriate behaviors decreased following
the P-TS condition implementation from 1.41 to 0.88 missed opportunities or spiteful
interactions per minute. Negative engagements between Sharon and Sally during baseline
were at 1.99 per minute and decreased following training with the P-TS condition to 0.18
interactions per minute. Interactions maintained following the parents-therapist shadow
condition during the parents alone (PA) condition with 2.91, 0.17, 0.64, and 0.03 positive
engagements, skillful extinctions, missed opportunities/spiteful engagements, and
negative engagements per minute, respectively.
David’s interactions with Sally also improved from baseline levels during the
parents-therapist shadows (P-TS) condition. Positive engagement increased from an
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average rate of 0.23 positive interactions per minute during baseline to 2.20 per minute
during the P-TS condition. David’s ability to skillfully extinguish Sally’s problem
behavior was stable from baseline to the P-TS condition, at 0.23 skillful extinctions per
minute in baseline and at 0.25 skillful extinctions per minute during P-TS. David’s
missed opportunities to provide attention to Sally’s appropriate behaviors decreased
following the P-TS condition implementation from 2.33 to 0.87 missed opportunities or
spiteful interactions per minute. Negative engagements between David and Sally during
baseline were at 1.07 per minute and decreased following training with the P-TS
condition to 0.23 per minute. Interactions maintained following the parents-therapist
shadow condition during the parents alone (PA) condition with 1.84, 0.12, 0.50, and 0.04
interactions per minute within the positive engagement, skillful extinction, missed
opportunity/spiteful engagement, and negative engagement, respectively.
Sally’s behavioral expectations were also measured at home (refer to Table 9).
During parent baseline, Sally met behavioral expectations at a mean of 34% (range 29%
to 43%). Her mean score increased by 33% during the P-TS condition to 67% with a
range of 38% to 100%. Her scores maintained at higher levels during the PA condition, at
a mean of 78% of steps correct, ranging from 29% to 100% steps correct.
Car
The car was targeted based upon Sharon and David’s report that Sally became
unmanageable while in the car during short or long car rides, often making travelling in
the car unsafe. Refer to Table 7 for a summary of results across experimental conditions
and to Table 8 for a summary of results across experimental phases for both parents’
average percentage correct in organizing activities and managing Sally’s behavior in the
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car. Sharon’s independent performance in the task analysis for organizing and managing
behaviors increased from a mean baseline level of 24% (range 6% to 47%) to 92%
(range 0% to 100%) during the parents-therapist shadow (P-TS) condition, an increase of
68% across the two conditions. During the parents alone (PA) condition, Sharon averaged
98% of steps correct in the organization and management of Sally’s behavior, ranging
from 89% to 100%, a 74% increase from baseline levels. During the therapist (T)
condition in the car, both therapists always implemented 100% of steps correct in the
organization of activities and management of Sally’s behavior.
Similarly, David’s ability to appropriately organize activities and manage Sally’s
behavior in the car increased 66% from a mean baseline level of 24% (range 11% to
44%) to 90% (range 13% to 100%) of steps correct in the parent-therapist shadowing (PTS) condition. David also improved in his ability to manage Sally’s misbehaviors during
the parents alone (PA) condition where his mean score was 99%, ranging from 92% to
100%, a 75% increase from baseline levels.
The rate of positive to negative interactions also increased between the parents
and Sally from baseline levels to the parent-therapist shadows (PT-S) and parent alone
(PA) conditions. Refer to Table 11 for the mean rate of interactions between each parent
and Sally.
Sharon’s interactions with Sally improved from baseline levels during the parentstherapist shadows (P-TS) condition. Positive engagement increased from an average rate
of 0.48 positive interactions per minute during baseline to 1.02 per minute during the PTS condition and 1.05 per minute during the parent alone (PA) condition. Sharon’s
ability to skillfully extinguish Sally’s problem behavior was decreased from baseline to
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the P-TS condition, at 1.21 skillful extinctions per minute in baseline and at 0.20 skillful
extinctions per minute during P-TS and 0.21 during the parent alone (PA) condition.
Sharon’s missed opportunities to provide attention to Sally’s appropriate behaviors
decreased during the P-TS condition implementation from 0.20 during parent-baseline to
0.01 missed opportunities or spiteful interactions per minute. Missed opportunities or
spiteful engagements maintained at low levels during the PA condition at 0.01
interactions per minute. Negative engagements between Sharon and Sally during baseline
were at 1.00 per minute and decreased following training in the P-TS and PA conditions
to 0.07 and 0.04 interactions per minute, respectively.
David’s interactions with Sally improved from baseline levels during the parentstherapist shadows (P-TS) and the parent alone (PA) conditions. Positive engagement
increased from a mean rate of 0.39 positive interactions per minute during baseline to
0.64 per minute during the P-TS condition and 0.73 per minute during the parent alone
(PA) condition. David’s ability to skillfully extinguish Sally’s problem behavior
decreased from baseline levels during the P-TS condition, at 1.70 skillful extinctions per
minute in baseline and at 0.19 skillful extinctions per minute during P-TS and 0.22 during
the parent alone (PA) condition. David’s missed opportunities to provide attention to
Sally’s appropriate behaviors decreased from 0.22 during parent-baseline to 0.06 missed
opportunities or spiteful interactions per minute during the P-TS condition and 0.02
during the PA condition. Negative engagements between David and Sally during baseline
were at 0.42 per minute and decreased following training in the P-TS and PA conditions
to 0.11 and 0.02 interactions per minute, respectively.
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Therapist 1 positively engaged Sally in the car at a rate of 2.68 interactions per
minute and skillfully extinguished her problem behavior at a rate of 0.48 interactions per
minute. Therapist 1 rarely missed any opportunities to interact with Sally with a mean
rate of 0.01 per minute. No instances of negative engagement occurred either, with a rate
of 0.00 interactions per minute. Therapist 2 positively engaged with Sally at a rate of 0.78
per minute, 0.45 per minute for negative engagement, and never missed opportunities or
negatively engaged with Sally at any point, with both mean rates at 0.00 per minute.
Sally’s behaviors were also measured in the car (refer to Table 9). During parent
baseline, Sally met behavioral expectations at a mean of 36% (range 14% to 71%). Her
mean score increased by 49% during the P-TS condition to 85% with a range of 0% to
100%. Her scores maintained at higher levels during the PA condition, at a mean of 85%
of steps correct, ranging from 38% to 100% steps correct. Her behaviors also increased
from parent-baseline during the therapist child training (T) condition, ranging from 0% to
100%, with a mean score of 85% of steps correct.
Public Settings
Public settings (e.g., restaurants and grocery stores) were targeted based upon
Sharon and David’s report that they rarely took Sally into public settings because Sally
often became too disruptive. Refer to Table 7 for a summary of results across
experimental conditions and to Table 8 for a summary of results across experimental
phases for both parents’ average percentage correct in organizing activities and managing
Sally’s behavior in public settings. Sharon’s independent performance in the task analysis
for organizing and managing behaviors increased from a mean baseline level of 25%
(range 22% to 27%) to 91% (range 77% to 100%) during the parents-therapist shadow
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(P-TS) condition, an increase of 66% across the two conditions. During the parents alone
(PA) condition, Sharon averaged 100% of steps correct in the organization and
management of Sally’s behavior, a 75% increase from baseline levels. During the
therapist (T) condition in public settings, both therapists always implemented 100% of
steps correct in the organization of activities and management of Sally’s behavior.
Similarly, David’s ability to appropriately organize activities and manage Sally’s
behavior in public settings increased 70% from a mean baseline level of 21% (range 11%
to 27%) to 91% (range 80% to 100%) of steps correct in the parent-therapist shadowing
(P-TS) condition. David also improved in his ability to manage Sally’s misbehaviors
during the parents alone (PA) condition where his mean score was 100%, a 79% increase
from baseline levels.
The rate of positive to negative interactions also increased between the parents
and Sally from baseline levels to the parent-therapist shadows (PT-S) and parent alone
(PA) conditions. Refer to Table 12 for the mean rate of interactions between each parent
and Sally.
Sharon’s interactions with Sally improved from baseline levels during the parentstherapist shadows (P-TS) condition. Positive engagement increased from an average rate
of 1.22 interactions per minute during parent-baseline to 1.31 per minute during the P-TS
condition and 2.33 per minute during the parent alone (PA) condition. Sharon’s ability to
skillfully extinguish Sally’s problem behavior was decreased from baseline to the P-TS
condition, at 1.18 skillful extinctions per minute in baseline and at 0.15 skillful
extinctions per minute during P-TS and 0.05 during the parent alone (PA) condition.
Sharon’s missed opportunities to provide attention to Sally’s appropriate behaviors
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decreased during the P-TS condition implementation from 0.23 during parent-baseline to
0.00 missed opportunities or spiteful interactions per minute. Missed opportunities or
spiteful engagements maintained at low levels during the PA condition at 0.00
interactions per minute. Negative engagements between Sharon and Sally during baseline
were at 1.15 per minute and decreased following training in the P-TS and PA conditions
to 0.03 and 0.00 interactions per minute, respectively.
David’s interactions with Sally improved from baseline levels during the parentstherapist shadows (P-TS) and the parent alone (PA) conditions. Positive engagement
increased from a mean rate of 0.82 positive interactions per minute during baseline to
1.09 per minute during the P-TS condition and 1.43 per minute during the parent alone
(PA) condition. David’s ability to skillfully extinguish Sally’s problem behavior
decreased from baseline levels during the P-TS condition, at 0.94 skillful extinctions per
minute in baseline and 0.31 skillful extinctions per minute during P-TS and 0.05 during
the parent alone (PA) condition. David’s missed opportunities to provide attention to
Sally’s appropriate behaviors decreased from 0.67 during parent-baseline to 0.00 missed
opportunities or spiteful interactions per minute during the P-TS condition and 0.00
during the PA condition. Negative engagements between David and Sally during baseline
were at 0.90 per minute and decreased following training in the P-TS and PA conditions
to 0.01 and 0.00 interactions per minute, respectively.
Therapist 1 positively engaged Sally in the car at a rate of 2.83 interactions per
minute and skillfully extinguished her problem behavior at a rate of 0.80 interactions per
minute. Therapist 1 did not miss any opportunities to interact with Sally with a mean rate
of 0.00 per minute. Negative engagement rarely occurred with a rate of 0.03 interactions
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per minute. Therapist 2 positively engaged with Sally at a rate of 0.83 per minute, 0.48
per minute for negative engagement, and never missed opportunities with mean rate of
0.00 per minute. Therapist 2 also rarely negatively engaged with Sally by providing
attention to her inappropriate behaviors, with a mean rate of 0.01 interactions per minute.
Sally’s behaviors were also measured in public settings (refer to Table 9). During
parent baseline, Sally met behavioral expectations at a mean of 29% (range 20% to 33%).
Her mean score increased by 47% during the P-TS condition to a mean of 76% with a
range of 40% to 100% steps correct. Her scores maintained at higher levels during the PA
condition, at a mean of 89% of steps correct, a 70% increase from baseline observations.
Her behaviors also increased from parent-baseline during the therapist child training (T)
condition, ranging from 50% to 100%, with a mean score of 76% of steps correct.
Discussion
Behavioral skills training employs a combination of instruction, demonstration,
and performance feedback to teach people effectively and efficiently with varying skill
sets to conduct discrete trial teaching (Lafasakis & Sturmey, 2007; Sarokoff & Sturmey,
2004), and other effective teaching strategies for children with autism (Lerman, Tetreault,
Hovanetz, Strobel, & Garro, 2008). Behavioral skills training has also been effective in
teaching educators to deliver individualized treatments plans for problem behavior
(Kuhn, Lerman, & Vorndran, 2003). Results from this study provide further support for
the efficacy of the behavioral skills model as an effective tool in teaching parents to
manage significant problem behaviors in their child with autism at home, in the car, and
in public settings. The current study also demonstrated that teaching Sharon and David
effective child management techniques and positive interaction skills decreased the
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family’s social isolation and increased their ability to manage Sally in a variety of
settings. This study also lends evidence that parents may not generalize these skills from
one environment to the next. For example, after both Sharon and David had demonstrated
an ability to organize and manage Sally at home, therapists assessed their ability to
implement the same skills in the car without any direct training. Rather than using the
skills that were directly trained in the home, Sharon and David continued to interact
minimally and negatively with Sally when in the car. This finding supports early research
on parent generalization ( Koegel, Glahn, and Nieminen, 1978) that reported providing
parents with a brief demonstration of effective teaching methods for children with autism
failed to generalize when parents were instructed to teach their child new skills.
With more than 1 in 110 children being diagnosed with an autism spectrum
disorder in the United States per year, there is a heightened need for teaching parents of
these children effective behavior management strategies. Having a child with a disability
may increase a family’s probability of experiencing social isolation (Lee, Harrington,
Louie, & Newschaffer, 2008), mental health problems (Verdugo, Bermejo, & Fuertes,
1995), and heightened levels of stress in dealing with the needs of their child (Fox,
Vaughn, Wyatte, & Dunlap, 2002). Research has indicated that all of these stress-related
factors are associated with increased risk in the maltreatment of children with disabilities
(Ammerman, Van Hasselt, Hersen, McGonigle, & Lubetsky, 1989; Elmer, 1967; Glaser
& Bentorin, 1979; Green, Voeller, Gaines, & Kubic, 1981; Martin, 1972; Morse, Sahler,
& Friedman, 1970; Solomons, 1979, as cited in Verdugo, Bermejo, & Fuertes, 1995).
Thus, this study demonstrated that effective teaching strategies might help to reduce the
negative impact that having a child with a disability may have on a family. The current
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results also add to the existing body of research demonstrating that behavior management
interventions can be successfully taught to parents and can be adapted for use in the home
environment (Lutzker, 1992).
The family in this study was referred to Project 12-Ways through the Department
of Children and Family Services (DCFS) due to the challenges they were having in
managing Sally’s severe problem behavior (e.g., aggression, self-injury, property
destruction). Their difficulty in managing these challenging behaviors, as well as their
lack of understanding of the impairments children with autism often have, led their DCFS
caseworker to consider Sally at high-risk for possible maltreatment. At the time of this
study, the family did not have a documented history of child maltreatment. However,
repeated hospitalizations increased DCFS’ concerns that neither parent could effectively
manage Sally’s challenging behaviors, which included self-injury, aggression, property
destruction, and vocal outbursts.
Sharon and David reported to therapists that the extent of Sally’s behavior
problems contributed to the family’s stress and subsequent isolation from community
activities. After assessing Sally’s overall range of skills and observing interactions within
the home environment, the experimenter hypothesized that much of the family’s stress
was due to their societal isolation. Accordingly, the parents’ ability to manage Sally in all
three settings was initially assessed during the parent-baseline (P-Bl) condition. The
parents’ interactions with Sally were more negative than positive at home, in the car, and
in public settings. Sally was also engaging in high levels of inappropriate or dangerous
behaviors during baseline observations.
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Sharon and David’s inability to manage Sally at home, where they spent a
majority of their time, led the experimenter to teach them how to manage Sally’s
behavior in the home using a behavioral skills model. During the parents-therapist
shadows (PT-S) condition, both Sharon and David demonstrated an increase in their
ability to manage Sally’s misbehavior in the home. The rate of their positive interactions
with Sally increased after this condition as well. Subsequently, observations of Sally
during and following the PT-S condition demonstrated an increase in Sally’s ability to
meet the expectations that Sharon and David had of her in the home. The parents also
demonstrated the ability to maintain these interactions and child management strategies
in the parents alone (PA) condition when staff were no longer providing immediate
support to the family within sessions. Both parents reached their terminal criterion during
the PT-S and PA conditions of scoring 100% of steps correct across two consecutive
observations.
Following training in the home environment, staff reassessed Sharon and David’s
ability to manage Sally on the car and in public settings. This served as a test for
generalization. Results showed that both parents failed to generalize the appropriate child
management and interaction techniques in new environments.
Both Sharon and David agreed that they needed assistance with Sally on car rides
and in public settings, but were initially resistant to therapists’ suggestions and prompts.
The parents attempted to cancel numerous sessions or asked therapists to work
independently with Sally. Their reluctance was consistent with Verdugo, Bermejo, and
Fuertes’ (1995) who noted that parents will often recognize the need for professional
assistance, but are resistant to follow through with such recommendations.
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According to Sharon and David, their inability to manage Sally was their primary
reason for avoiding of public settings with her entirely for a number of years prior to this
study. During baseline observations with the family on car rides as well as in public
settings, the parents’ high rate of negative interactions and lack of adequate of child
management techniques warranted training. However, the high intensity and frequency of
Sally’s maladaptive behaviors led therapists to implement direct training with Sally (the
therapist (T) condition) to gain control of Sally’s behavior in these environments prior to
implementing the P-TS condition.
Both Sharon and David improved in their rate of positive to negative interactions
in the car and in public settings with Sally following behavior skills training in these
settings. The use of a video model was a component of that training. Specifically, the
video highlighted the use of positive interactions between the therapists and Sally as well
as effective child management techniques within the car and in public settings. The use of
the video model aided in the presentation of written and descriptive training materials
that are typically used in a behavior skills training model.
The parents’ improvement in their ability to manage Sally’s disruptive behaviors
increased their willingness to take her on car rides and into public environments, such as
restaurants and grocery stores. It also allowed them to spend considerably more time on
public outings (i.e., 30 minutes) than they did prior to this study. Additionally, as
interactions between Sally, Sharon, and David improved, the occurrences of Sally’s
undesirable behaviors decreased. This supports findings in Clark et al. (1977) that parentchild interactions directly impact the frequency and intensity of a child’s misbehavior.
These authors reported that a training package was developed to effectively increase
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positive interactions between parents and their children and decrease children’s disruptive
behaviors in a shopping environment (Clark et al., 1977). Likewise, Sharon and David
reported after each session that frequent and positive interactions with Sally made the car
rides and the time spent in public settings much less stressful for them. Also, learning
basic child management skills, such as the use of redirection, Premack principle, and
differential reinforcement appeared to decrease Sally’s disruptive attempts to gain her
parents’ attention.
Sally’s problem behavior decreased drastically in all three settings in comparison
to parent-baseline levels. She rarely attempted to hurt herself or others following training
by the therapist in the car and public settings, or following the P-TS condition in the
home environment. Sally also began requesting items appropriately, initiated and
reciprocated a larger variety of conversation topics, and ended inappropriate
conversations when she was instructed to (e.g., the parents or therapists stating, “We are
done talking about that”).
Therapists directly trained Sally in the car and in public settings which may have
impacted her ability to adapt to unfamiliar settings more readily than would have been
feasible merely by shadowing the parents. The parent training (P-TS condition) that took
place immediately following parent-baseline in the home was less practical in the car or
in public settings due to the initial baseline observations in these two settings leading to
the parents terminating the session prematurely. For example, during baseline
observations in public settings, the parents would terminate the shopping trip before they
were done shopping if Sally began engaging even in minor misbehaviors such as whining
or perseverating on topics. The parents’ early termination in public settings suggests,
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consistent with other studies, that parents have heightened anxiety taking their child with
autism into the community (Fox, Vaughn, Wyatte, & Dunlap, 2002). Thus, therapists
trained Sally directly to determine the necessary contingencies for organizing and
managing Sally in the car and in public settings prior to training the parents.
During direct training of Sally, therapists took her on car rides and into public
settings on more than 20 occasions, provided her exposure to novel environments, and
required functional communication to replace many of the inappropriate or dangerous
behaviors Sally had engaged in previously. These factors appeared to aid in shaping
Sally to behave more appropriately in all of the contexts examined throughout this study.
Interestingly, when therapists returned to baseline, Sally’s unmanageable behavior
returned to similar levels when she was with Sharon and David prior to parent training.
Such changes in Sally’s behavior may indicate that parent-child interactions impact the
potential for success in these settings. Further, this hypothesis may also be strengthened
in that therapists demonstrated in almost every observation Sally’s ability to engage in
appropriate behaviors when they had frequent, positive interactions with her.
The consistent implementation of contingent-music and differential attention
procedures in the car and public settings (e.g., restaurant or supermarkets) was an integral
part of managing Sally’s maladaptive behavior. Therapists identified early on, with help
from Sharon and David, that Sally had a strong preference for listening to country music.
Thus, therapists implemented a contingent-music condition to differentially reinforce
Sally’s behavior in the car. Contingent music was effective with an adolescent diagnosed
with a developmental delay when riding on a school bus (Barmann, Croyle-Barmann, &
McLain, 1980). Barmann, Croyle-Barmann, and McLain (1980) found that the contingent
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use of preferred music for desired behaviors and the interruption of music when
disruptive behaviors occurred drastically decreased aggressive and self-injurious behavior
of an 8 year-old female diagnosed with profound retardation when on the school bus.
A combination of effective child management strategies was developed in the
current study to cater to Sally’s individual needs within the home in the car, and in public
settings. Further, Sally’s problem behavior appeared to be a multipli-controlled by
gaining access to tangibles as well as her parents’ attention. Thus, by providing Sally
access to music when in the car, or other preferred items when in restaurants (e.g., soda,
French fries) and supermarkets (e.g., candy, soda), and frequently interacting with Sally
when she was engaging in desired behaviors, there was a decrease in the occurrences of
problem behavior. While problem behavior did not sustain at zero levels entirely, the
severe problem behaviors, such as self-injury and aggression, were eliminated from car
and public settings by the end of the study. It appeared that contingency management and
differential-attention made the largest impact on decreasing Sally’s maladaptive
behaviors.
It is also interesting to note that Sally initially would not eat or drink with anyone
other than Sharon or David in public settings or at home, but when she was placed on a
30-minute time limit for access to these preferred edibles, she began eating and drinking.
Her food consumption in public settings may also be attributed to a heightened degree of
comfort she acquired in these settings with repeated exposure to them.
At the close of each session, therapists gave the family a questionnaire to
determine whether or not the family was satisfied with that session. Social validity results
indicated that the parents were satisfied with therapists and the training program. They
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also indicated that they felt comfortable implementing these programs themselves.
Parents reported that they were more willing to take Sally on outings and that they
actually enjoyed these outings. For example, the Sharon and David reported that,
following training on car rides and outings, they were able to drive to the park, get out of
the car, play, and leave without Sally becoming unmanageable or feeling that they were
unable to manage her minor disruptions.
While the current research was a successful clinical application of behavior skills
training, there were a number of limitations to this study. First, stable baseline
observations could not be attained in each of the settings prior to therapists intervening
with Sally. Specifically, therapists briefly trained Sally in the car between the parentbaseline assessments in each setting. Thus, a stable parent-baseline was unable to be
attained prior to training Sally directly due to ethical concerns in allowing inappropriate
or dangerous behaviors to occur with therapists present. Future research comparing
parent performance to the child’s level of misbehavior prior to any child or parent
training would likely provide further evidence for the efficacy and integrity of parent
training alone as a means to maintain low levels of disruptive behavior. One may also be
able to attribute increases in the rate of positive interactions between the parent and child
to the parent training rather than to child training as well.
Additionally, due to the small sample size, the results of this study may have been
unique to this particular family. This is unlikely due to the extensive research that has
proven the efficacy of behavior skills training (e.g., Lafasakis & Sturmey, 2007; Sarokoff
& Sturmey, 2004; Lerman, Tetreault, Hovanetz, Strobel, & Garro, 2008; Kuhn, Lerman,
& Vorndran, 2003) and the demonstration of the teaching model in a multiple baseline
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design across settings within the current study. Future studies should still attempt to have
a larger sample size to replicate the effectiveness of the behavior skills model within the
natural environments of families.
A further limitation was that this study was unable to control possible
confounding variables that may have been impacting Sally’s behavior in the car and
public settings. For example, therapists were unable to control Sally’s exposure to public
settings within her special education program at school. The methods that teachers may
have used to manage Sally’s behavior in these settings could have differed significantly
from that in which Sally was being exposed to during observations within this study.
Further, therapists did not have any control over whether or not the parents took Sally on
car rides or on public outings outside of sessions. While therapists did suggest to the
family that it was in their best interest to expose Sally to these settings during training,
the parents reported on a few occasions that they had taken Sally in the car and to fast
food restaurants following their training. Future research should attempt to gain further
control of these confounding variables with more communication with educators, service
providers, and parents as to the importance of the training protocol being implemented.
Other limitations were out of the researcher’s or family’s control, such as weather
conditions and illness. Throughout the study, a series of dangerous weather in the area
impacted the consistency in which therapists were able to maintain scheduled
appointments. There was also a period of nearly two weeks when therapists were unable
to meet with the family due to one or more of the family members reporting illness.
While these events were unforeseen and ultimately uncontrollable, future studies may
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take these factors into account and create an alternative plan for contacting or
rescheduling these sessions with the family when possible.
Regardless of such limitations, this study provides further evidence that the
behavior skills training model can be utilized as a means to teach parents at risk for child
maltreatment to appropriately manage their child’s problem behavior, increase positive
interactions, and offer an increased understanding that these parenting skills can be
utilized in a variety of settings. Utilizing this teaching model for parents of children with
autism may continue to show a reduction in reportedly higher stress levels, social
isolation, and marital challenges. Finally, the similar results the training had in all three
settings lends further empirical research on the utility of the model in a variety of
contexts.
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Table 1
Mean and ranges (in parentheses) for all participants and target behaviors during all
experimental conditions at home
Percentage (%) of Interobserver Agreement at Home

Condition

Parent
Organization
and
Management
(TA)

Sally’s
Expectations
(TA)

Positive
Engagement
(+:+)

Sharon

P-Bl
(Range)
T
(Range)
P-TS
(Range)

Sally

David

PA
(Range)

93%

NA

(90-95%)

NA

NA

93%

NA

(86-100%)

95%

NA

(86-100%)

P-Bl
(Range)

100%

T
(Range)

NA

NA

92%

NA

P-TS
(Range)
PA
(Range)
P-Bl
(Range)
T
(Range)
P-TS
(Range)
PA
(Range)

NA

(NA)

(81-100%)

96%

NA

Negative
Engagemen
t
(-:-)

100%

84%

30%*

88%

(NA)

(68100%)

(0-60%)

(77100%)

NA

NA

NA

NA

92%

95%

86%

94%

(89-96%)

(86100%)

(50-100%)

(75100%)

83%

75%

50%*

100%

(81-84%)

(NA)

(33-67%)

(NA)

0%*

80%

67%*

96%

(NA)

(74-86%)

(33-100%)

(86100%)

NA

NA

NA

NA

94%

83%

63%

100%

(90-100%)

(67100%)

(0-100%)

(NA)

80%

74%*

20%*

100%

(79-81%)

(67-82%)

(0-40%)

(NA)

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

92%

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

(91-100%)

NA

Interaction Matrix
Missed
Opportunity/
Skillful
Extinction
Extinction
Error
(+:-)
(-:+)

100%
(NA)

NA
NA

(75-100%)

NA

88%
(75-100%)

(NOTE: * Denote interaction conditions that have most observations with less than 5
total interactions.)
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Table 2
Mean and ranges (in parentheses) for all participants and target behaviors during all
experimental conditions in the car
Percentage (%) of Interobserver Agreement in the Car

Condition

Sally

David

Sharon

P-Bl
(Range)
T
(Range)

Parent
Organization
and
Management
(TA)

95%
90%
88%

PA
(Range)

(90-100%)

PA
(Range)
P-Bl
(Range)
T
(Range)
P-TS
(Range)
PA
(Range)

NA

(80-100%)
(81-95%)

P-TS
(Range)

NA

(90-100%)

P-TS
(Range)

P-Bl
(Range)
T
(Range)

Sally’s
Expectations
(TA)

93%
97%

NA

NA
NA

(95-100%)

87%

NA

(85-100%)

88%

NA

(76-100%)

93%

NA

(90-95%)

NA

100%

Interaction Matrix
Missed
Opportunity/
Extinction
Error
(-:+)

Positive
Engagement
(+:+)

Skillful
Extinction
(+:-)

Negative
Engagement
(-:-)

95%

90%

92%

90%

(90-100%)

(68100%)

(83-100%)

(80-100%)

87%

67%*

100%

100%

(63-97%)

(0-96%)

(NA)

(NA)

90%

86%

57%*

85%

(84-98%)

(60100%)

(0-100%)

(0-100%)

85%

67%*

100%

75%*

(80-90%)

(50100%)

(NA)

(0-100%)

100%

80%

67%*

96%

(NA)

(74-86%)

(33-100%)

(86-100%)

84%

75%*

100%

100%

(48-100%)

(0-100%)

(NA)

(NA)

89%

87%

82%

76%*

(80-100%)

(67100%)

(0-100%)

(0-100%)

89%

65%*

100%

100%

(89-90%)

(50-80%)

(NA)

(NA)

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

(NA)

NA

86%
(75-100%)

NA

95%
(88-100%)

NA

87%
(86-88%)

(NOTE: * Denote interaction conditions that have most observations with less than 5
total interactions.)
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Table 3
Mean and ranges (in parentheses) for all participants and target behaviors during all
experimental conditions in public settings
Percentage (%) of Interobserver Agreement in Public Settings

Condition

Parent
Organization
and
Management
(TA)

Sally’s
Expectation
s (TA)

Positive
Engagement
(+:+)

Sharon

P-Bl
(Range)
T
(Range)
P-TS
(Range)
PA
(Range)

Sally

David

P-Bl
(Range)
T
(Range)
P-TS
(Range)
PA
(Range)
P-Bl
(Range)
T
(Range)
P-TS
(Range)
PA
(Range)

92%

NA

(86-100%)

87%

NA

(71-95%)

90%

NA

(NA)

85%

NA

(NA)

92%

NA

(86-100%)

84%

NA

(68-98%)

81%

NA

(NA)

85%

NA

(NA)

NA

100%

Interaction Matrix
Missed
Opportunity/
Extinction
Skillful
Error
Extinction
(-:+)
(+:-)

Negative
Engagement
(-:-)

88%

93%

100%

87%

(77-100%)

(89100%)

(NA)

(78-94%)

85%

86%

100%

100%

(69-97%)

(80-92%)

(NA)

(NA)

83%

100%

100%

100%

(NA)

(NA)

(NA)

(NA)

91%

0%*

100%

100%

(NA)

(NA)

(NA)

(NA)

92%

93%

70%*

94%

(85-100%)

(78100%)

(50-91%)

(82-100%)

92%

57%*

100%

75%

(90-93%)

(29-86%)

(NA)

(50-100%)

95%

100%

100%

100%

(NA)

(NA)

(NA)

(NA)

87%

0%*

100%

100%

(NA)

(NA)

(NA)

(NA)

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

(NA)

NA

87%
(80-90%)

NA

100%
(NA)

NA

89%

(NOTE: * Denote interaction conditions that have most observations with less than 5
total interactions.)
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Table 4
Examples of steps within the task analysis for parents managing challenging behaviors
Steps to Managing Sally’s Behavior

Home

Car

Public
Settings

1. State expectations clearly and
concisely

“Roll the
ball”

“Get in car”

“Let’s go
inside.”

2. Set boundaries, rules, and
expectations

Nice hands,
quiet voice,
nice asking

Nice hands,
quiet voice,
nice asking

Nice hands,
quiet voice,
nice asking

3. Offer preferred activities contingent
upon task completion

“First take
medicine,
then we can
play”

“First get
your purse,
then we can
leave”

“First put
your doll
down, then
we can shop”

4. 100% positive affect

Parent
maintains
calm voice

Parent
maintains
calm voice

Parent
maintains
calm voice

5. Positive verbals throughout

Tell child
what she
“can” do
rather than
what “not” to
do

Tell child
what she
“can” do
rather than
what “not” to
do

Tell child
what she
“can” do
rather than
what “not” to
do

6. Enforce boundaries, rules, and
expectations

“Stay in the
living room”

“We are done
talking about
that”

“Sit in the
booth”

7. Give attention to appropriate
behaviors throughout

“Nice job
playing”

“Good riding
in the car”

“Good asking
for Reese’s”

8. Offer Sally choices of preferred
items/activities

Radio or
rolling the
ball

Country or
light rock
music

Reese’s or
Snickers;
French fries
or hamburger

9. Parents use redirection as needed (i.e.,
instances of inapprop. language)

“Sally, look
at what’s on
TV…”

“Who is
playing on
the radio…”

“Oh, look at
what’s down
this aisle…”
“What’s out
the window?”

10. No attention to inappropriate
behaviors

Look away,
refrain from
talking to
Sally

Look away,
refrain from
talking to
Sally

Look away,
refrain from
talking to
Sally

11. Parents contribute equally to child

--

--

--
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management techniques
12. Verbally prompt as a reminder of the
expectations

“Have a quiet
voice”

“Sit back in
your seat”

“Keep your
voice down”

13. Parent removes access to reinforcer
immediately following all other
occurrences of inappropriate behavior

Removes
attention and
game, doll,
etc.

Removes
music and
attention

Removes
Sally from
lobby
(restaurant) or
aisle (store)

14. Parent represents access to reinforcer
if Sally appropriately requests or is
quiet

“We can play
again”

Turns on
music or
provides
attention

Return to
public setting

15. Parent removes Sally from
environment completely if continues
escalating

Takes her to
her room

Pulls car over

Breezeway or
entrance of
public setting

16. Parent waits until Sally deescalates to
ask Sally if she is “ready” or “calm”
(waits 5 seconds to ask)

“Are you
calm/ready?”

“Are you
calm/ready?”

“Are you
calm/ready?”

17. Parent continues with activity
following appropriate “ready”
response

“Let’s play”

“Let’s go”

“Let’s
shop/eat”

18. Parent represents access to reinforcer
after ‘time-out’ (removal from envir.)
when Sally requests appropriately

Attention,
dolls, game,
etc.

Music and
attention

Shopping or
eating

19. Parent does not reflect upon problem
behavior at any point

No statements
about her
misbehavior
are made at
any point in
time during
the session

No statements
about her
misbehavior
are made at
any point in
time during
the session

No statements
about her
misbehavior
are made at
any point in
time during
the session

State of Crisis Response (all are ‘if applicable’)
20. Parent attempts to complete the
routine in entirety in the event that
severely challenging behaviors occur
(aggression, property destruction,
self-injury)

Parent does
not walk out
of the house
or refuse to
play an active
role in
activity

Parent does
not turn the
car around
immediately

Parent does
not leave the
public setting
prematurely

21. Parent does not attempt to end the
routine when Sally has only engaged
in minor, or no, inappropriate
behaviors (i.e., they aren’t just
embarrassed, etc.)

Parent does
not refuse to
play a game
or talk to
Sally after
misbehavior

Parent does
not turn the
car around
when Sally
has not
engaged in

Parent does
not leave the
public setting
prematurely
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22. Parent asks staff to step in and
manage the behavior but stays present
for remainder of car ride

occurred

misbehavior

Asks for staff
to model
appropriate
management
strategies

Requests staff
to ride in car
with them or
to model
appropriate
strategies

Requests staff
to sit or shop
with them to
model
appropriate
strategies
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Table 5

Examples of steps within the task analysis for the expectations of Sally’s behavior within
each setting
Sally’s Expectations:

Home

Car

Public Settings

2. Calm and quiet voice during
activity

Has positive
affect, 0%
whining or
yelling

Has positive
affect, 0%
whining or
yelling

Has positive
affect, 0%
whining or
yelling

3. No instances of using profanities

Does not curse
during activity

Does not curse
in car

Does not curse
in public
settings

4. Complies to
instructions/expectations
throughout

Sits down/hands
to self, etc when
told,

Sits in seat,
hands to self,
etc

Orders, waits,
eats, shops,
walks, stays
close by

5. Appropriate requesting

Saying please,
or in question
form

Saying please,
or in question
form

Saying please,
or in question
form

6. 0% aggression towards others

No hitting,
pinching,
kicking,
scratching, etc

No hitting,
pinching,
kicking,
scratching, etc

No hitting,
pinching,
kicking,
scratching, etc

7. 0% self injurious behaviors

No hitting self,
banging head

No hitting self,
banging head

No hitting self,
banging head

8. Maintain appropriate behavior
throughout activity

Complies with
expectations,
rules,
boundaries at
home

Complies with
expectations,
rules,
boundaries in
the car

Complies with
expectations,
rules,
boundaries in
public

9. Waits in line with no problem
behavior (as listed above; NA if
not in public setting)

--

--

Stands, waits,
requests
appropriately

10. No more than 2 instances of
representing task prior to
completion appropriately

Sally only
removed from
activity up to 2
times

Car pulled over
no more than 2
times

Sally removed
from public
setting 2 times
or less

1. Positive verbals throughout/overall
(85% of time)
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Table 6
Interaction matrix with examples

Prosocial behavior

Sally’s Interactive Behaviors

+

Parent Interactive Behaviors

+

-

Desired Interactions/Responses
Positive Engagement

Interaction/Response Errors
Missed Opportunity/ Spiteful

Parent talks with (initiates or
reciprocates communication)
Sally when she’s engaging in
desired behaviors

Inappropriate/Dangerous behavior

-

Skillful Extinction

Parent does not provide any
attention to Sally when she is
engaging in inappropriate
communication

Parent does not respond to
Sally when she initiates
appropriate
requests/conversation
Parent responds to Sally’s
appropriate
requests/conversation
punitively (“shut up,” “quiet
down,” “stop talking,”)
Negative Engagement

Parent provides attention to
Sally when she is engaging in
inappropriate behavior (parent
scolding, cursing, glaring at
Sally)
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Table 7
Parent’s average percent correct on independently managing challenging behaviors
across all conditions in all settings

Average % Correct in Managing Challenging Behaviors Across Conditions
Home

Car

Public Settings

Sharon
(Therapist
1)

David
(Therapist
2)

Sharon
(Passenger/
Therapist
1)

David
(Driver/
Therapist
2)

Sharon
(Therapist
1)

David
(Therapist
2)

Parent Baseline
(# Observations)

18%
(6)

18%
(2)

24%
(4)

24%
(4)

25%
(3)

21%
(3)

Therapist
(# Observations)

NA

NA

100%
(16)

100%
(16)

100%
(23)

100%
(23)

Parents
(Therapist
Shadows)
(# Observations)
Parents Alone
(# Observations)

79%

78%

92%

90%

89%

91%

(18)

(17)

(23)

(21)

(8)

(7)

93%
(7)

93%
(7)

98%
(10)

99%
(8)

100%
(1)

100%
(1)
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Table 8
Parent’s average percentage correct in managing Sally’s challenging behavior across all
phases in all settings
Average % Correct in Managing Challenging Behavior Across Phases
Phase
Home
Car
Public Setting
Sharon
David
Sharon/
David/
Sharon/
David/
Therapist Therapist Therapist Therapist
1
2
1
2
Parents
Baseline

18%

18%

23%

25%

25%

21%

Therapist

NA

NA

100%

100%

100%

100%

Parents
Baseline

NA

NA

26%

27%

NA

NA

Therapist

NA

NA

100%

100%

NA

NA

Parents
(Therapist
Shadows)

79%

78%

97%

92%

89%

91%

Therapist

NA

NA

100%

100%

NA

NA

Parents
(Therapist
Shadows)

NA

NA

65%

69%

NA

NA

Therapist

NA

NA

100%

100%

NA

NA

Parent
(Therapist
Shadows)

NA

NA

98%

86%

NA

NA

Parent Alone

93%

93%

98%

99%

100%

100%
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Table 9
Sally’s average percent correct in engaging in appropriate behavior across conditions in
all settings

Sally’s Average % Level of Appropriate Behavior Correct Across Conditions
Home

Car

Public Settings

Parent Baseline
(# Observations)

34%
(6)

36%
(6)

29%
(3)

Therapist
(# Observations)

NA

85%
(21)

76%
(16)

Parents (Therapist
Shadows)
(# Observations)

67%

85%

76%

(18)

(25)

(9)

Parents Alone
(# Observations)

78%
(7)

85%
(10)

89%
(1)
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Table 10
Parent’s average rate of interactions per minute at home across all experimental
conditions
Average Rate of Interactions per Minute at Home Across Conditions: Sharon

Phase
# Sessions
Positive Engagement
(+:+)
Skillful Extinction
(+:-)
Missed Opportunity/
Spiteful
(-:+)
Negative Engagement
(-:-)

Parents Baseline

Parents (Therapist Shadows)

Parents Alone

2
0.04

12
2.57

6
2.91

0.42

0.14

0.17

1.41

0.88

0.64

1.99

0.18

0.03

Average Rate of Interactions per Minute at Home Across Conditions: David

Phase
# Sessions
Positive Engagement
(+:+)
Skillful Extinction
(+:-)
Missed Opportunity/
Spiteful
(-:+)
Negative Engagement
(-:-)

Parents Baseline

Parents (Therapist Shadows)

Parents Alone

2
0.23

12
2.20

6
1.84

0.23

0.25

0.12

2.33

0.87

0.50

1.07

0.23

0.04
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Table 11
Parent’s average rate of interactions per minute in the car across all experimental
conditions
Average Rate of Interactions per Minute in the Car Across Conditions: Sharon
Phase
# Sessions
Positive
Engagement
(+:+)
Skillful
Extinction
(+:-)
Missed
Opportunity/
Spiteful
(-:+)
Negative
Engagement
(-:-)

Parents Baseline

Therapist

Parents (Therapist
Shadows)

Parents Alone

4
0.48

25
2.68

24
1.02

9
1.05

1.21

0.48

0.20

0.21

0.20

0.01

0.09

0.01

1.00

0.00

0.07

0.04

Average Rate of Interactions per Minute in the Car Across Conditions: David

Phase
# Sessions
Positive
Engagement
(+:+)
Skillful
Extinction
(+:-)
Missed
Opportunity/
Spiteful
(-:+)
Negative
Engagement
(-:-)

Parents Baseline

Therapist

Parents (Therapist
Shadows)

Parents Alone

4
0.39

25
0.78

21
0.64

9
0.73

1.70

0.45

0.19

0.22

0.22

0.00

0.06

0.02

0.42

0.00

0.11

0.02
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Table 12
Parent’s average rate of interactions per minute in public across all experimental
conditions
Average Rate of Interactions per Minute in Public Settings Across Conditions:
Sharon

Phase
# Sessions
Positive
Engagement
(+:+)
Skillful
Extinction
(+:-)
Missed
Opportunity/
Spiteful
(-:+)
Negative
Engagement
(-:-)

Parents Baseline

Therapist

Parents (Therapist
Shadows)

Parents Alone

2
1.22

15
2.83

8
1.31

1
2.33

1.18

0.80

0.15

0.05

0.23

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.15

0.03

0.03

0.00

Average Rate of Interactions per Minute in Public Settings Across Conditions:
David
Phase
# Sessions
Positive
Engagement
(+:+)
Skillful
Extinction
(+:-)
Missed
Opportunity/
Spiteful
(-:+)
Negative
Engagement
(-:-)

Parents Baseline

Therapist

Parents (Therapist
Shadows)

Parents Alone

2
0.82

14
0.83

7
1.09

1
1.43

0.94

0.48

0.31

0.05

0.67

0.00

0.01

0.00

0.90

0.01

0.05

0.00
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Table 13
Sharon’s average rate of interactions per minute in the car across all phases
Passenger (Therapist 1/ Sharon)
Average Rate of Interactions per Minute in Car Across Phases
Phase
Positive
Skillful
Missed
Negative
Engagement
Extinction
Opportunity/
Engagement
(+:+)
(+:-)
Spiteful
(-:-)
(-:+)
0.51
1.45
0.28
0.48
Parents
Baseline
(# Session: 2)
1.89
2.83
0.00
0.03
Therapist
(# Sessions: 2)
Parents
Baseline
(# Sessions:2)
Therapist
(# Sessions:
19)
Parents
(Therapist
Shadows)
(# Sessions:
12)
Therapists
(# Sessions: 2)
Parents
(Therapist
Shadows)

0.44

0.97

0.13

1.48

2.86

0.28

0.02

0.00

1.58

0.15

0.06

0.01

1.52

0.17

0.00

0.00

0.82

0.22

0.19

0.31

1.33

0.16

0.00

0.00

1.00

0.18

0.09

0.12

1.05

0.21

0.01

0.04

(# Sessions: 4)

Therapists
(# Sessions: 2)
Parents
(Therapist
Shadows)
(# Sessions:
11)
Parents Alone
(# Sessions: 7)
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Table 14
David’s average rate of interactions per minute in the car across all phases
Driver (Therapist 2/ David)
Average Rate of Interactions per Minute in Car Across Phases
Phase
Positive
Skillful
Missed
Negative
Engagement
Extinction
Opportunity/
Engagement
(+:+)
(+:-)
Spiteful
(-:-)
(-:+)
0.50
1.39
0.29
0.29
Parents
Baseline
(# Sessions: 2)
1.94
2.76
0.00
0.03
Therapist
(# Sessions: 2)
0.28
2.02
0.15
0.55
Parents
Baseline
(# Sessions: 2)
0.77
0.29
0.00
0.00
Therapist
(# Sessions: 19)
0.35
0.22
0.05
0.04
Parents
(Therapist
Shadows)
(# Sessions: 10)
0.53
0.17
0.00
0.00
Therapists
(# Sessions: 2)
0.51
0.14
0.18
0.47
Parents
(Therapist
Shadows)
(# Sessions: 4)
0.44
0.16
0.00
0.00
Therapists
(# Sessions: 2)
Parents
0.91
0.15
0.07
0.16
(Therapist
Shadows)
(# Sessions: 13)
1.43
0.05
0.00
0.00
Parents Alone
(# Sessions: 7)
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Figure 1. Figure depicts the order in which services were provided to the family
including each setting (home, car, public) and each condition (parent baseline, therapist,
parents-therapist
therapist shadowing, and parents alone.
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Figure 2. Percentage of steps parents or staff performed correctly in managing Sally’s
challenging behaviors in the home during parent baseline (P-Bl), parents with Sally and
the therapist shadowing (P
(P-TS), and parents alone (PA).
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Figure 3. Percentage of steps Sally performed correctly when at home during parent
baseline (P-Bl), therapist with Sally alone (T), parents with Sally and the therapist
shadowing (P-TS), and parents alone (PA).
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Figure 4. Rate of parent-child
child interactions at home during parent baseline (P-Bl),
(
parents
with Sally and the therapist shadowing (P
(P-TS), and parents alone (PA). Closed data
series depict the passenger’s appropriate response to Sally’s desired and undesired
behaviors. Open data series depict the passenger’s inappropriate response to Sally’s
desired and undesired behaviors.
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Figure 5. Rate of parent-child
child intera
interactions at home during parent baseline (P-Bl),
(
parents
with Sally and the therapist shadowing (P
(P-TS), and parents alone (PA). Closed data
series depict the passenger’s appropriate response to Sally’s desired and undesired
behaviors. Open data series depict the passenger’s inappropriate response to Sally’s
desired and undesired behaviors.
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Figure 6.. Percentage of steps parents or staff performed correctly in managing Sally’s
challenging behaviors in the car during parent baseline (P-Bl), therapist with Sally
S
alone
(T), parents with Sally and the therapist shadowing (P
(P-TS), and parents alone (PA).
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Figure 7. Sally’s percentage of steps performed correctly when riding in the car during
parent baseline (P-Bl), therapist with Sally alone (T), parents with Sally and the therapist
shadowing (P-TS), and parents alone (PA).
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passenger-child interactions on car rides during parent baseline (P-Bl),
(
Figure 8. Rate of passenger
therapist with Sally alone (T), parents with Sally and the therapist shadowing (P-TS),
(P
and
parents alone (PA). Closed data series depict the passenger’s appropriate response to
Sally’s desired and undesired behaviors. Open data series depict the passenger’s
inappropriate response to Sally’s desired and undesired behaviors.
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child interactions on car rides during parent baseline (P-Bl),
(
Figure 9. Rate of driver-child
therapist with Sally alone (T), parents with Sally and the therapist shadowing (P-TS),
(P
and
parents alone (PA). Closed data series depict the passenger’s appropriate response to
Sally’s desired and undesired behaviors. Open data series depict the passenger’s
inappropriate response to Sally’s desired and undesired behaviors.
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Figure 10. Percentage of steps parents or staff performed correctly in managing Sally’s
challenging behaviors in public settings during parent baseline (P-Bl), therapist with
Sally alone (T), parents with Sally and the therapist shadowing (P
(P-TS),, and parents alone
(PA).
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Figure 11. Sally’s percentage of steps performed correctly when in public settings during
parent baseline (P-Bl), therapist with Sally alone (T), parents with Sally and the therapist
shadowing (P-TS), and parents alone (PA).

P-BL

T
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Figure 12. Rate of interactions between David or Staff 2 in public settings parent baseline
(P-Bl), therapist with Sally alone (T), parents with Sally and the therapist shadowing (P(P
TS), and parents alone (PA
PA). Closed data series depict the passenger’s appropriate
response to Sally’s desired and undesired behaviors. Open data series depict the
passenger’s inappropriate response to Sally’s desired and undesired behaviors.
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Figure 13. Rate of interactions between Sharon or Staff 1 in public settings during parent
paren
baseline (P-Bl), therapist with Sally alone (T), parents with Sally and the therapist
shadowing (P-TS), and parents alone (PA). Closed data series depict the passenger’s
appropriate response to Sally’s desired and undesired behaviors. Open data series depict
d
the passenger’s inappropriate response to Sally’s desired and undesired behaviors.
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Appendix A
Family Interaction Data Sheet
Observer:

Date:

Primary / Reliability Time Range:

Setting:

Sally’s Inappropriate Target Behaviors to DECREASE:
• Undesired Vocalizations: whining, yelling, cursing, screaming, inappropriate demands/requesting
• Physical Aggression: hitting, kicking, biting, punching, slapping, pinching, pulling hair of others,
or using object to harm others
• Self-Injury: banging head into a surface, hitting or slapping self, aggressive rocking back and forth
• Property Destruction: slamming items down, throwing items, kicking items, pushing items onto
floor
Sally’s Appropriate Target Behaviors to INCREASE:
• Appropriate Requesting: making request by using the word please, phrasing request in question
form without yelling or whining
• Appropriate Conversation: talking to others positively and without whining/yelling in instances
that do not include making a request.

David/Adult 2
positive
undesired
behaviors, or gives
attention to
appropriate
behaviors)

Sally’s Appropriate/Desired
Behaviors

Sally’s
Inappropriate/Undesired
Target Behaviors

(ignores

Sharon/Adult 1

negative

positive

negative

(gives attention to
undesired behaviors,
or no attention to
desired behaviors)

(ignores undesired
behaviors, or gives
attention to
appropriate
behaviors)

(gives attention to
undesired behaviors,
or no attention to
desired behaviors)
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Appendix B
Managing Challenging Behavior
DCFS ID#

Family:

Phase:

B

Tx

F

Date
Parent
Child
Observer
Preventative:
State expectations clearly and concisely
Set boundaries, rules, and expectations
Offer preferred activities contingent upon task completion
Throughout:
100% positive affect (remain calm)
Positive verbals throughout
Enforce boundaries, rules, and expectations
Give attention to appropriate behaviors throughout
Offer Sally choices of preferred
Parents use redirection as needed (i.e., instances of
inapprop. language)
Response:
No attention to inappropriate behaviors
Parents contribute equally to child management techniques
Verbally prompt as a reminder of the expectations
Parent removes access to reinforcer immediately following
all other occurrences of inappropriate behavior
Parent represents access to reinforcer if Sally appropriately
requests or is quiet
Parent removes Sally from environment completely if

90
continues escalating
Parent waits until Sally deescalates to ask Sally if she is
“ready” or “calm” (waits 5 seconds to ask)
Parent continues with activity following appropriate
“ready” response
Parent represents access to reinforcer after ‘time-out’
(removal from envir.) when Sally requests appropriately
Parent does not reflect upon problem behavior at any point
State of Crisis Response (all are ‘if applicable’)
Parent attempts to complete the routine in entirety in the
event that challenging behaviors occur
Parent does not attempt to end the routine when Sally has
only engaged in minor, or no, inappropriate behaviors (i.e.,
they aren’t just embarrassed, etc.)
Parent asks staff to step in and manage the behavior but
stays present for remainder of car ride
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Appendix C
Sally’s Behavioral Expectations
DCFS ID#

Family:

Phase:

B

Tx

F

Date
Parent
Child
Observer

Sally’s Expectations:
Positive verbals throughout/overall (85% of time)
Calm voice (has positive affect, 0% whining or yelling)
No instances of using profanities
Complies to instructions/expectations throughout
Appropriate requesting (saying please, or in question form)
0% aggression towards others
0% self injurious behaviors
Maintain appropriate behavior throughout activity
Waits in line with no problem behavior (as listed above;
NA if not in public setting)
No more than 2 instances of representing task prior to
completion appropriately
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